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QUESTION 1

Your company has 10 offices. The offices connect to the Internet by using a WAN link. The offices connect to each other
by using a VPN connection. An Active Directory site exists for each office. 

You plan to deploy Exchange Server 2010. Each site will contain two Exchange Server 2010 servers. 

You need to recommend the placement of domain controllers and global catalog servers to meet the following
requirements: Minimize the number of domain controllers Must be able to deliver e-mail messages between users of the
same office, if a domain controller and a WAN link fail simultaneously 

What should you recommend? 

A. In each site, install two global catalog servers. 

B. In each site, install two domain controllers. Enable Universal Group Membership caching for each site. 

C. In each site, install two domain controllers. Create a publishing point for an offline address list on one Exchange
server in each site. 

D. In each site, install one domain controller that is configured as a global catalog server. Enable Universal Group
Membership caching for each site. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Exchange Server 2010 organization. 

Your company\\'s compliance policy states the following: 

Delete e-mail messages sent to legal department users that are older than 180 days. Delete e-mail messages sent to all
other uses that are older than 60 days 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the requirements of the compliance policy. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Configure deleted item retention for all users. 

B. Configure Personal Archives for legal department users. 

C. Create two Managed Folder mailbox policies. Use one policy for the legal department users. Use the other policy for
all other users. 

D. Create two new message classifications. Use one messages classification for the e-mail sent to legal department
users. Use the other message classification for the e-mail sent to all other users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3
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You need to recommend changes to the Exchange organization of Litware. The changes must support the SMTP
domains of A. Datum. The solution must meet the security requirements of A. Datum. What should you recommend? 

A. Create an accepted domain for each A. Datum SMTP domain and configure the new domains as internal relay
domains. 

B. Create an accepted domain for each A. Datum SMTP domain and configure the new domains as external relay
domains. 

C. Create a remote domain for each A. Datum SMTP domain. 

D. Create an accepted domain for each A. Datum SMTP domain and configure the new domains as authoritative
domains. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Exchange organization that contains Exchange 2000 Server Service Pack 3 (SP3), Exchange Server 2003
Service Pack 2 (SP2) and Exchange Server 2007 Service Pack 1 (SP1) servers. 

You need to transition the organization to Exchange Server 2010. 

What should you do first? 

A. Remove all Exchange Server 2007 SP1 servers from the organization. 

B. Remove all Exchange 2000 Server and all Exchange Server 2003 servers from the organization. 

C. Remove all Exchange 2000 Server servers from the organization and then upgrade all Exchange Server 2007
servers to SP2. 

D. Remove all Exchange Server 2003 servers from the organization and then upgrade all Exchange Server 2007
servers to SP2. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A corporate environment includes an on-premise deployment of Exchange Server 2010 SP1. The environment is
configured as shown in the following table. 

The company plans to move the European employee email accounts to a cloud-based Exchange Server 2010 SP1
service provider. 

You have the following requirements: 
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Route incoming messages to the appropriate Exchange Server environment. 

Ensure that all employees retain their current email addresses. 

Ensure that MX records do not change. 

You need to recommend a solution for meeting the requirements. What should you recommend? 

A. Configure address rewriting. Configure send connectors for the on-premise Edge Transport server and the cloud-
based servers. 

B. Configure an external relay domain for tailspintoys.com. Configure send connectors for the on-premise and cloud-
based servers. 

C. Configure address rewriting. Configure send connectors for the on-premise Hub Transport server and the cloud-
based servers. 

D. Configure an external relay domain for wingtiptoys.com. Configure send connectors for the on-premise and cloud-
based servers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A corporate environment includes Exchange Server 2010. The Exchange Server environment includes one Mailbox
server, one Client Access server, one Hub Transport server, and one Edge Transport server. The Mailbox server has a
single 

database with multiple mailboxes. 

You have the following requirements: 

Record all email messages sent to and from only specific users. Store copies of only the recorded messages in one
designated mailbox. 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the requirements. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Create a journal rule. 

B. Configure journaling on the Mailbox server database. 

C. Create a transport rule on the Edge Transport server. 

D. Configure a litigation hold on the mailbox of each affected employee. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7
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A corporate environment includes Exchange Server 2003 SP2. Client computers run Microsoft Office Outlook 2003. 

You deploy Exchange Server 2010 in the existing Exchange organization, and then install Exchange Server 2010 SP1
on all the Exchange Server 2010 servers. The company intends to move mailboxes from Exchange Server 2003 SP2 to
Exchange Server 2010 SP1. 

You need to recommend a solution for ensuring that after their mailboxes are moved, users can open their mailboxes by
using Outlook 2003. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Obtain and install an SSL certificate for each Exchange Server 2010 SP1 Client Access server. 

B. Configure Outlook 2003 to encrypt data between Outlook and the Exchange server. 

C. Obtain and install an SSL certificate for each Exchange Server 2010 SP1 Mailbox server. 

D. Configure Outlook 2003 to use NTLM authentication. 

Correct Answer: B 

Now that we know about the new RPC Client Service running on the 2010 CAS Server, lets bring up the full info by
running Get-RpcClientAccess | fI 

We can see that this service needs rpc encryption and it is set to True by default. Same is the case with Outlook 2007
and 2010 profiles! Encryption between Outlook and Exchange is enabled by default, which explains why these clients
can 

connect to Exchange 2010 without any issues. 

Outlook 2003 profiles don\\'t enable encryption by default. 
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QUESTION 8

A corporate environment includes Exchange Server 2010 SP1 deployed in a primary datacenter and in a secondary
datacenter. The datacenters are in separate Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) sites. Each datacenter includes
AD 

DS domain controllers, Global Catalog servers, DNS servers, and two Mailbox servers. The primary datacenter contains
one file share witness. All Mailbox servers are members of one database availability group (DAG). 

Each datacenter has independent Internet access. A dedicated high-speed network connection exists between the
datacenters. 

You are designing a failover plan. You have the following requirements: 

Provide a highly available solution in the event that the primary datacenter fails. Provide mailbox access for employees
through the secondary datacenter. Ensure that each Mailbox database is active in only one location at a time. Ensure
that 

failback to the primary datacenter completes gracefully. 

You need to design a solution that meets the requirements. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Configure the AutoDatabaseMountDial property to Lossless on all Mailbox servers before an outage occurs. During
an outage, ensure that all Exchange services in the primary datacenter are running, validate the health of the secondary
datacenter Exchange servers, and restart the secondary datacenter Mailbox servers. 

B. Configure the AutoDatabaseMountDial property to BestAvailability on all Mailbox servers before an outage occurs.
During an outage, stop and disable any running Exchange services in the primary datacenter, validate the health of the
secondary datacenter Exchange servers, and restart the secondary datacenter Mailbox servers. 

C. Enable datacenter activation coordination (DAC) mode before an outage occurs. During an outage, stop and disable
any running Exchange services in the primary datacenter, validate the health of the secondary datacenter Exchange
servers, and activate the secondary datacenter Mailbox servers. 
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D. Disable datacenter activation coordination (DAC) mode before an outage occurs. During an outage, ensure that all
Exchange services in the primary datacenter are running, validate the health of the secondary datacenter Exchange
servers, and activate the secondary datacenter Mailbox servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

Understanding Datacenter Activation Coordination Mode Applies to: Exchange Server 2010 SP1 Topic Last Modified:
2011-05-26 Datacenter Activation Coordination (DAC) mode is a property setting for a database availability group
(DAG). 

DAC mode is disabled by default and should be enabled for all DAGs with two or more members that use continuous
replication. DAC mode shouldn\\'t be enabled for DAGs in third- party replication mode unless specified by the third-
party vendor. 

If a catastrophic failure occurs that affects the DAG (for example, a complete failure of one of the datacenters), DAC
mode is used to control the startup database mount behavior of a DAG. When DAC mode isn\\'t enabled, and a failure
occurs that affects multiple servers in the DAG, when a majority of the DAG members are restored after the failure, the
DAG will restart and attempt to mount databases. In a multi-datacenter configuration, this behavior could cause split
brain syndrome, a condition that occurs when all networks fail, and DAG members can\\'t receive heartbeat signals from
each other. Split brain syndrome can also occur when network connectivity is severed between the datacenters. Split
brain syndrome is prevented by always requiring a majority of the DAG members (and in the case of DAGs with an even
number of members, the DAG\\'s witness server) to be available and interacting for the DAG to be operational. When a
majority of the members are communicating, the DAG is said to have quorum. 

For example, consider a scenario where the first datacenter contains two DAG members and the witness server, and
the second datacenter contains two other DAG members. If the first datacenter loses power and you activate the DAG
in the second datacenter (for example, by activating the alternate witness server in the second datacenter), if the first
datacenter is restored without network connectivity to the second datacenter, the active databases within the DAG may
enter a split brain condition. 

How DAC Mode Works DAC mode is designed to prevent split brain from occurring by including a protocol called
Datacenter Activation Coordination Protocol (DACP). After a catastrophic failure, when the DAG recovers, it won\\'t
automatically mount databases even though the DAG has a quorum. Instead DACP is used to determine the current
state of the DAG and whether Active Manager should attempt to mount the databases. 

You might think of DAC mode as an application level of quorum for mounting databases. To understand the purpose of
DACP and how it works, it\\'s important to understand the primary scenario it\\'s intended to deal with. Consider the
twodatacenter scenario. Suppose there is a complete power failure in the primary datacenter. In this event, all of the
servers and the WAN are down, so the organization makes the decision to activate the standby datacenter. In almost all
such recovery scenarios, when power is restored to the primary datacenter, WAN connectivity is typically not
immediately restored. 

This means that the DAG members in the primary datacenter will power up, but they won\\'t be able to communicate
with the DAG members in the activated standby datacenter. The primary datacenter should always contain the majority
of the DAG quorum voters, which means that when power is restored, even in the absence of WAN connectivity to the
DAG members in the standby datacenter, the DAG members in the primary datacenter have a majority and therefore
have quorum. 

This is a problem because with quorum, these servers may be able to mount their databases, which in turn would cause
divergence from the actual active databases that are now mounted in the activated standby datacenter. DACP was
created to address this issue. Active Manager stores a bit in memory (either a 0 or a 1) that tells the DAG whether it\\'s
allowed to mount local databases that are assigned as active on the server. When a DAG is running in DAC mode
(which would be any DAG with three or more members), each time Active Manager starts up the bit is set to 0, meaning
it isn\\'t allowed to mount databases. Because it\\'s in DAC mode, the server must try to communicate with all other
members of the DAG that it knows to get another DAG member to give it an answer as to whether it can mount local
databases that are assigned as active to it. The answer comes in the form of the bit setting for other Active Managers in
the DAG. If another server responds that its bit is set to 1, it means servers are allowed to mount databases, so the
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server starting up sets its bit to 1 and mounts its databases. But when you recover from a primary datacenter power
outage where the servers are recovered but WAN connectivity has not been restored, all of the DAG members in the
primary datacenter will have a DACP bit value of 0; and therefore none of the servers starting back up in the recovered
primary datacenter will mount databases, because none of them can communicate with a DAG member that has a
DACP bit value of 1. 

DAC Mode for DAGs with Two Members DAGs with two members have inherent limitations that prevent the DACP bit
alone from fully protecting against application-level split brain syndrome. For DAGs with only two members, DAC mode 

also uses the boot time of the DAG\\'s alternate witness server to determine whether it can mount databases on startup.
The boot time of the alternate witness server is compared to the time when the DACP bit was set to 1. If the time the 

DACP bit was set is earlier than the boot time of the alternate witness server, the system assumes that the DAG
member and witness server were rebooted at the same time (perhaps because of power loss in the primary datacenter),
and the 

DAG member isn\\'t permitted to mount databases. If the time that the DACP bit was set is more recent than the boot
time of the alternate witness server, the system assumes that the DAG member was rebooted for some other reason 

(perhaps a scheduled outage in which maintenance was performed or perhaps a system crash or power loss isolated to
the DAG member), and the DAG member is permitted to mount databases. 

Dd979790.important(en-us,EXCHG.141).gifImportant: 

Because the alternate witness server\\'s boot time is used to determine whether a DAG member can mount its active
databases on startup, you should never restart the alternate witness server and the sole DAG member at the same
time. 

Doing so may leave the DAG member in a state where it cannot mount databases on startup. If this happens, you must
run the Restore- DatabaseAvailabilityGroup cmdlet on the DAG. This resets the DACP bit and permits the DAG
member 

to mount databases. 

Other Benefits of DAC Mode In addition to preventing split brain syndrome at the application level, DAC mode also
enables the use of the built-in site resilience cmdlets used to perform datacenter switchovers. These include the
following: 

Stop-DatabaseAvailabilityGroup Restore- DatabaseAvailabilityGroup Start- DatabaseAvailabilityGroup Performing a
datacenter switchover for DAGs that are not in DAC mode involves using a combination of Exchange tools and cluster 

management tools. 

For more information about datacenter switchovers, see Datacenter Switchovers. Enabling DAC Mode DAC mode can
be enabled only by using the Exchange Management Shell. Specifically, you can use the Set-
DatabaseAvailabilityGroup 

cmdlet to enable and disable DAC mode, as illustrated in the following example. 

Set-DatabaseAvailabilityGroup -Identity DAG2 -DatacenterActivationMode DagOnly In the preceding example, a DAG
named DAG2 is enabled for DAC mode. For more information about enabling DAC mode, see Configure Database 

Availability Group Properties and Set-DatabaseAvailabilityGroup. 

 

QUESTION 9
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You have an Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1 (SP1) organization that contains one Mailbox server. The
organization has 4,000 users. All users connect to their mailbox by using Microsoft Outlook 2010. 

You plan to switch the Mailbox server for a new server. You purchase a new server that runs Windows Server 2008 R2. 

You install Exchange Server 2010 SP1 on the new server. 

You need to recommend which tools can identify whether the new server can adequately support the 4,000 mailboxes. 

Which tools should you recommend? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Exchange Pre-deployment Analyzer 

B. Exchange Load Generator 

C. Exchange Server Profile Analyzer 

D. Deployment Assistant 

E. Exchange Server Jetstress 2010 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company has an Active Directory forest named contoso.com. 

You plan to deploy an Exchange Server 2010 organization that will contain two servers. Each server will have the Client
Access server role, the Hub Transport server role, and the Mailbox server role installed. 

You plan to add both servers to a database availability group (DAG). 

You need to recommend a high-availability solution for the Client Access server role. Your solution must ensure that
users are not prompted to authenticate if a Client Access server becomes unavailable. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Create and configure a Client Access server array, and then install a hardware load balancer. 

B. Create and configure a Client Access server array, and then install Windows Network Load Balancing on both
servers. 

C. Deploy Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2006, and then implement DNS round robin. 

D. Deploy Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2006, and then install Windows Network Load
Balancing. 

Correct Answer: A 

A is the correct answer for this question. 

While it is possible to install the Windows Network Load Balancing for a client access array that solution will not work for
this question. 

Windows Network Load Balancing 
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Windows Network Load Balancing (WNLB) is the most common software load balancer used for Exchange servers.
There are several limitations associated with deploying WNLB with Microsoft Exchange. 

WNLB can\\'t be used on Exchange servers where mailbox DAGs are also being used because WNLB is incompatible
with Windows failover clustering. If you\\'re using an Exchange 2010 DAG and you want to use WNLB, you need to
have the 

Client Access server role and the Mailbox server role running on separate servers. 

Due to performance issues, we don\\'t recommend putting more than eight Client Access servers in an array that\\'s load
balanced by WNLB. 

WNLB doesn\\'t detect service outages. WNLB only detects server outages by IP address. This means if a particular
Web service, such as Outlook Web App, fails, but the server is still functioning, WNLB won\\'t detect the failure and will
still 

route requests to that Client Access server. Manual intervention is required to remove the Client Access server
experiencing the outage from the load balancing pool. 

WNLB configuration can result in port flooding, which can overwhelm networks. Because WNLB only performs client
affinity using the source IP address, it\\'s not an effective solution when the source IP pool is small. This can occur when
the 

source IP pool is from a remote network subnet or when your organization is using network address translation. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff625247.aspx 

 

QUESTION 11

Your network contains two subnets named Subnet1 and Subnet2. Subnet1 contains all company servers. Subnet2
contains all client computers. Subnet1 and Subnet2 are separated by a firewall. 

Some client computers connect by using Outlook Any where and some client computers connect by using MAP1. 

You plan to deploy the Exchange Server 2010 servers shown in the following table. 

You need to ensure that users can access their mailboxes and public folders by using Microsoft Office Outlook. What
should you configure on the firewall? 

A. Open TCP ports, 80, 443, 135 and 1024 to 65535 from the client subnet to Server3. Open TCP port 25 to Server3. 

B. Open TCP ports 80, 135 and 1024 to 65535 from the client subnet to Server1. Open TCP port 25 to Server2. 

C. Open TCP ports 80 and 443 from the client subnet to Server3. Open TCP port 1024 to 65535 from the client subnet
to Server1. 

D. Open TCP ports 441, 135, and 1024 to 65535 from the client subnet to Server1. Open TCP ports 135 and 1024 to
65535 from the subnet to server 3 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You have an Exchange Server 2010 organization. 

You plan to deploy a database availability group (DAG). 

You need to recommend disk configurations for the servers in the organization. 

The solution must minimize costs. 

What should you recommend? 

A. 7200 RPM SATA hard disks in a Direct Attach Storage (DAS) 

B. 7200 RPM SATA hard disks in a Network Attached Storage (NAS) 

C. 15000 RPM SAS hard disks in a Network Attached Storage (NAS) 

D. 15000 RPM SAS hard disks in a Fiber Channel (FC) Storage Area Network (SAN) 

Correct Answer: A 

DAG has been designed to run well on low cost hard drive storage. Generally, there are no special storage
requirements that are specific to DAGs or mailbox database copies. DAGs don\\'t require or use cluster managed
shared storage. http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd638104.aspx 
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